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One of my favorite ☺ Tyene SandAround tail and on his lap are oleander's reference to herbal toxins. With Duil's ☺ in the snow of Heizhen Fayua We also had snow all day, but so far it is melting fast. Winter ❆ is coming from Varnondo to fanfic From the light of cursed stars / the external resemblance to
the real person is no coincidence / ✰ You will see the stages of drawing this character, as well as other steps, sketches and processes from Patreo's ✰ Amarfio's moynal ✶ This character is one of sauron's forms, in this case highlighting the valuable Edain ambassador. Talvryn has ☺ Yawierion a fanfic
about the light of the Cursed Stars This nightlight was made for me by my boyfriend. It is a wooden frame with several layers of hand-cut paper and LED strip. I like light in graced contours ☺... And I really couldn't do all these cut-offs without ruining :D Tonight, the Canine died of pulmonary inertity in an
animal hospital. I love her very much. I'll love you forever, Khan. There will be new drawings from 10:00 a.m. and Zhar Pian. In the meantime, I'm going to say ♥ on behalf of Ealeav'miss Kirena. Almost alive. Dark-lying necromanctic Roksana DragonShe can turn into a golden dragon. Bryn and
Llyr_____________My IG My site email: asha@kapriss.art Snow Thranduil_____________My IG My site email: asha@kapriss.art The Whip Warrior_____________My IG My site email: asha@kapriss.art The Spring Statue_____________My IG My site <2> <0> email: asha@kapriss.art art Autumn vibe
_____________My IG My site email: asha@kapriss.art Halloween fantasy_____________My IG My site email: asha@kapriss.art Depression color for Sharley and Marty  Stevie Barry—————-A a few words from Stevie:Once, Lorna had thought, that the only options were 'alive' and 'dead', Then he
met Sharley. Somehow Sharley was both both, a creature that should never have existed - a creature of strength and pain who had worked his grief on the structure of his being. He had been born devastated, his soul and psyche broken from the moment his conflicting eyes opened... And he had the
power to crush reality. Lorna wondered if their enemy knew what it was facing. If it had any idea how terrified it should be. Zeig Dich, what are you doing? After the end of the world. Stevie Barry's book cover M's War Link to the book pd_ybh_a_12?
_encoding=UTF8&amp;psc=1&amp;refRID=EQ1H6TGR82BH3192A1SEThe all my accounts and reward information)) Llyniel and Marhene Ruth Lander wrylen. For Jessica, a realistic work of art about her favorite character in a computer game. And I want to say I like that kind of drawing. when all you
remember is how you sat down, you got up... and the work is magically finished)))This is the ultimate inspiration! Thank you Jess)________________The link to all my linktr.ee/Kapriss Guitar solo I usually feel inspired early in the morning. Or late at night, as you like)) Time seems to freeze, life quiets
down. Best time creativity.______________The link to all my accounts [D&amp;D Stylized Commission]Lasaïr Wildfire Druid tabaxi, and Jaktu wolf spirit ~It was been a while since he had been back in the heart of Neverwinter Wood, but the trees had demanded it. He guessed there was a wound in the
tree that needed to be treated, that others couldn't help. So much for the Green Druids who are the only real druids. Lasaïr grinned at the thought. Simply natural healing didn't work every time and that magical cult had used dark magic to twist the nature around it. This problem required a bolder solution.
When Lasaïr came to the edge of a now darkened and twisted scar in the forest, he stretched out his paw, palm, into the sky. He closed his eyes and took a deep breath. From the destruction, this will see the Tree reborn. His eyes open, the gaze of conviction and the limited rage wash over his face as the
eyes of the totem eye around his neck begin to glow with the finest flames. The catman then holds both paws in front of him as the cleansing flames ignite, burning all the darkness in his path. [Rads&amp;Radicals] The following draft racial concepts; Halves! The left is a martial arts sedation, the right is a
timid shooter - Small but awesome!  [Commission] Colored Sketch Commission on This Elegant and Spoopy D&amp;D Character ~ [Rads&amp;Radicals] Following Rads&amp;Radicals Race Sketches ; Elves! Left; Elve's bounty hunter, an effective and secretive mercenary who has adapted to a barren
life in the wasteland. Yes, all right. A more traditional Rune Edge warrior who fights with magic rune-imbued weapons ~ I made an advanced GIF of the latest :) I hope you enjoyed it! [Commission]  The character sheet Cyra, a fierce humanoid fire element  There was an absolute explosion to design
and work with this exquisifiable character, also I love making characters ❤️ sagaud:My Aloy fanart :) I love his design so much! Available as a printout! : sagaud:He's finally catchable!! I'm just. new INPRNT :D Aloy and some other artworks are on display in my new store. Follow this link: me if you want me
to put up a specific work of art that you want and want to get printed! He's finally up for grabs!! I just opened a new INPRNT store :D Aloy and some other artworks are on display in my new store. Follow this link: me if you want me to put up a specific work of art that you want and want to get printed!
Quickly reimagined old self-portrait from 2017 ~ I use this as my profile picture so far, it fits my style better than the previous one, cartoonish. Until make a new, better . . . No, no, no. Concept sketches for the next race - Dwarves! A hard paladin blessed by his patron god and a strong, cunning and warm
mechanic! Some sketches of the character I've been designing for the customer ~ I'm having so much fun with this!! I've been working on my next reward for character concepts. Which one's your favorite? Fav?
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